READING CUBE

About
In the world of low vision, lighting can enhance contrast and improve the clarity of what individuals can see. At CSC’s preschool, we want to make reading fun through lighting, adapting an existing reading cube by adding lighting to make the space more engaging for story and play times.

The Need
We are looking for someone experienced in woodworking or in building small projects to drill holes into the top of the reading cube so holiday lights can be installed on top, and to build a small box or cover over top so kids will not be able to pull at the wires.

Materials
Cleveland Sight Center will supply the reading cube and lights to be installed, and can purchase materials needed to cover the wires. All tools needed for the project must be supplied by the volunteer.

To apply: https://bit.ly/cscvolproject

For more:
mmauk@clevelandsightcenter.org - 216-658-4581